Hydrology Tournament
Harshbarger Bldg., 7pm
April 1, 1997

Contests

**Rollerblade Relays:** 2nd & 3rd floor. Individual and tag team events. If you don't have roller-blades, bring a **bowling ball** for the "interactive obstacle course" event...

**Drinking Fountain Target Spitting:** Your choice of liquids, plus a separate tobacco event! Points for accuracy and coverage!

**Flow Forecasting:** How long before water from the 3rd floor safety shower reaches the 1st floor??

**Faceless Faculty:** Identify the faceless faculty (and students) from the 2nd floor photo board!

**Codebreaking:** Speed trials for finding the new computer room combinations!!

**Screen Savers:** Categories for most creative, most entertaining, and most obnoxious!!

---

**Refreshments**
Served in all computer and chemistry labs!!